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At Winter Solstice, the sun began 
to rise and the atmosphere was 
full of joy throughout the city.

People pass their greeting cards 
to one other in celebration.

Embroidered screens of home 
windows are all open, inside 
everyone is busy with family 
activities.

Laughing and conversation  
fills the air. 

Arrival of Winter Solstice 
by Ma Zhen
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W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

The holidays are just around the corner! 

It is an extra special year, as we begin to emerge 

from the pandemic and gather again with loved 

and close ones. 

Choosing a special gift can be a challenging task 

at a busy time of year. It can also be a lot of fun 

if everything you are choosing from is already 

curated for you!

Our editorial team, committee, and Editor-in-

Chief have come together to hand pick some 

thoughtful and distinct gifts for the season. Enjoy 

your long awaited holiday time with family, 

friends and coworkers.
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Van Cleef & Arpels 

Perlée Watch, 23 mm 

$11,300 CAD

The joyfully feminine Perlée™ showcases 

delicate pearls of gold. The graphic lines 

of the rings, necklaces, bracelets, earrings 

and watches come together in an infinite 

number of combinations, allowing the 

wearer to express her own unique style.

Van Cleef & Arpels 

Perlée Couleurs Ring 

$9,200 CAD

Adorned with ornamental stones, the Perlée™ 

couleurs jewelry creations embody a joyful 

spirit. Anchored in Van Cleef & Arpels’ heritage, 

their bold use of color embodies the Maison’s 

positive values.

https://www.vancleefarpels.com/ca/en/collections/watches/perlee-watches.html
https://www.vancleefarpels.com/ca/en/collections/watches/perlee-watches.html
https://www.vancleefarpels.com/ca/en/collections/watches/perlee-watches.html
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David Yurman 

Lexington Chain Necklace in 18K Yellow 

Gold with Pavé Diamonds 

$24,450 CAD

This Lexington design is inspired by 

the sleek sensibility of ‘30s Manhattan 

architecture, with clean lines and 

the juxtaposition of smooth and 

Cabled metal.

Chanel 

Pendant Earrings 

$1,000 CAD

Metal, Resin & Glass Pearls.

Tiffany & Co. 

Tiffany Lock Bangle 

$16,300 CAD

No rules. All welcome. Inspired by the power of 

togetherness and inclusivity, Tiffany Lock is a bold and 

visual statement about the personal bonds that make 

us who we are. Designed to be worn by all genders, the 

Tiffany Lock bangle features an innovative clasp that 

echoes the functionality of a padlock, an important motif 

from The Tiffany Archives. This style is expertly crafted 

in 18k yellow and white gold with hand-set diamonds for 

a striking contrast.

Tiffany & Co. 

Tiffany HardWear Triple Drop Link Earrings 

$3,050 CAD

Tiffany HardWear is inspired by the attitude and energy 

of New York City. These precisely crafted 18k yellow 

gold drop earrings feature the collection’s signature 

gauge links with freshwater pearls in graduating 

proportions—a striking contrast of textures and 

shapes. They’re beautiful worn alone or paired with 

stud earrings.

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.vancleefarpels.com/ca/en/collections/watches/perlee-watches.html
https://www.davidyurman.com/ca/en/womens/necklaces/lexington-chain-necklace-in-18k-yellow-gold-with-pav%C3%A9-diamonds-N16699D88ADI.html?dwvar_N16699D88ADI_color=DI&dwvar_N16699D88ADI_metal=88&quantity=1
https://www.tiffany.ca/jewelry/bracelets/tiffany-lock-bangle-GRP12069/
https://www.tiffany.ca/jewelry/earrings/tiffany-hardwear-triple-drop-link-earrings-70607115/
https://www.chanel.com/en_CA/fashion/p/cjy/ab9743b09634/ab9743b09634nl184/earrings-metal-resin-glass-pearls-gold-green-pearly-gray.html
https://www.davidyurman.com/ca/en/womens/necklaces/lexington-chain-necklace-in-18k-yellow-gold-with-pav%C3%A9-diamonds-N16699D88ADI.html?dwvar_N16699D88ADI_color=DI&dwvar_N16699D88ADI_metal=88&quantity=1
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CARTIER 

Nécessaires À Parfum - Golden Case 

$620 CAD

Nécessaire à Parfum chiseled with gold-

colored thousand stripes motif, to be 

combined with 30 ml glass refills that slip into 

the case. Several fragrances are available 

among our collections.

QEELIN 

Gold Flying Pig Bo Bo Pendant 

$18,420 CAD

This flying pig Bo Bo pendant is fully 

encrusted with white and black diamonds.

Hermès 

Mini Clic Chaine d’Ancre Bracelet 

$800 CAD

Narrow bracelet in plain enamel with 

rose gold-plated hardware.

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

DIPTYQUE 

Orpheon Solid Perfume 

$92 CAD

Orphéon comes in a new solid perfume decorated 

with its iconic illustration. A gesture that is at once 

nomadic and eco-responsible.  As all solid perfumes, 

it will come with a tool to remove & refill the pan.

https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/Womens/Jewellery-Watches/Fine-Jewellery/Fine-Pendants/QEELIN-18K-White-Gold-Flying-Pig-Bo-Bo-Pendant-With-White-And-Black-Diamonds/p/20142866001
https://www.hermes.com/ca/en/product/mini-clic-chaine-d-ancre-bracelet-H209000FO47GM/
https://www.cartier.com/en-us/art-of-living/fragrances/cartier-necessaires-a-parfum---silvery-case-CRFH030035.html
https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/Womens/Beauty/Fragrance/Perfume/DIPTYQUE-Orpheon-Solid-Perfume/p/20284305001
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Tiffany & Co. 

Tiffany 1837 Makers 16 mm Square Watch 

$8,200 CAD

The Tiffany 1837 Makers watch collection blends 

artful design, luxurious materials and thoughtful 

craftsmanship to create a distinctly modern 

timepiece. The latest iteration of the Tiffany 

1837 Makers watch, this 16 mm square watch is 

complemented with a colorful turquoise dial, round 

brilliant diamonds and diamond indexes.

CARTIER 

Coussin De Cartier Watch 

$32,600 CAD

Coussin de Cartier watch, small model, quartz 

movement. 18K rose gold case and crown set with 

166 brilliant-cut diamonds totaling 3.04 carats. 

Dimensions: 27.1 x 27.7 mm, thickness: 7.0 mm. Sunray 

silver dial, gold-finish steel sword-shaped hands, 

beige calfskin strap, 18K rose gold ardillon buckle. 

Piaget 

Extremely Lady Watch 

Price available upon request

Classic jewellery watch 27 x 22 mm. 18k rose gold 

case set with 24 brilliant-cut diamonds (approx. 

1.46 ct). 18K rose gold palace decoration bracelet. 

Piaget 56P quartz movement.

Vacheron Constantin 

Traditionnelle Perpetual Calendar Ultra-thin 

£84,500

Greatly appreciated by connoisseurs, the 4.05 

mm in-house Calibre 1120 QP gives life to a new 

Traditionnelle perpetual calendar ultra-thin designed 

for women’s wrists. This 36.5 mm-diameter model 

reflects Vacheron Constantin’s grand tradition 

of horological complications, notably interpreted 

through ultra-thin versions. 

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.piaget.com/ww-en/watches/jewelry-watches/rose-gold-diamond-watch-g0a40212
https://www.cartier.com/en-ca/watches/collections/coussin-de-cartier/coussin-de-cartier-watch-CRWJCS0004.html
https://www.tiffany.ca/watches/womens-watches/tiffany-1837-makers-16-mm-square-watch-69345816/
https://www.vacheron-constantin.com/gb/en/collections/traditionnelle/4305t-000g-b948.html
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Gucci 

Blondie Shoulder Bag 

$4,660 CAD

Coming from the House’s archives, a round shaped 

version of the Interlocking G logo is reintroduced for 

Gucci Love Parade. Crafted from white leather, this 

shoulder bag is completed by a delicate chain strap, 

infusing this accessory with a refined feel.

CARTIER 

Chain Bag Mini, Panthère De Cartier 

$3,550 CAD

Mini chain bag in pale yellow calfskin, palladium-

finish clasp, silver hot-stamped “Cartier” signature 

on the inside. Two inside compartments, one 

flat pocket and one signature pocket with 

removable mirror. One pocket on the back. Lining: 

black lambskin.

CHANEL 

22 Handbag 

$6,900 CAD

Imagined by Virginie Viard, its name refers to 

the year of its creation.

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

Rimowa 

ORIGINAL Cabin 

$1,650 CAD

The unmistakable RIMOWA Original 

aluminum suitcase with its distinctive 

grooves is regarded as one of the most 

iconic luggage designs of all time.

https://www.cartier.com/en-ca/art-of-living/bags/bags-for-her/chain-bag-mini-panthere-de-cartier-CRL1002362.html
https://www.gucci.com/ca/en/pr/women/handbags/clutches-for-women/gucci-blondie-shoulder-bag-p-699268UXX0G9022
https://www.chanel.com/en_CA/fashion/p/hdb/as3261b08553/as3261b08553nj058/chanel-22-handbag-metallic-calfskin-goldtone-metal-ruthenium.html
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CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN from Holt Renfrew 

Astribooty Suede Ankle Boots 

$1,645 CAD

The Astribooty ankle boot embodies the Maison’s 

outstanding, sophisticated style. This boot is delicately 

set on a slim, architectural heel with a slight overhang, 

and features decadent, velvety soft veau velours. It is 

embellished by a dramatic, plunging V-shaped neckline, 

a slender pointed toe, and an opulent crimson sole. The 

slender, voluptuous lines exude a femme fatale chic.

Dior 

D-fame Heeled Ankle Boot 

$1,650 CAD

Maria Grazia Chiuri has created the D-Fame ankle boot in 

celebration of the House’s modern and elegant codes. The 

black suede calfskin upper reveals a pointed toe and an 

architectural 8 cm (3) gold-finish metal heel that reinforces 

the sophisticated allure. The ankle boot will lend a refined 

touch to any of the season’s looks.

UGG 

Fluff Yeah Slide 

$125 CAD

Combining slipper and sandal into a cozy statement 

shoe, the Fluff Yeah is as good as it sounds and as soft 

as it looks. Featuring plush sheepskin with a lightweight 

platform to keep things airy, this standout slide pairs 

perfectly with midi dresses or your favorite jeans. 

HUNTER 

Women’s Play Tall Rain Boots 

$155 CAD

Simplifying the iconic design of the Original Tall Boot, the 

Play Boot offers a dynamic silhouette with a flatter platform 

sole for maximum comfort and versatility. Crafted from 

the highest quality natural rubber this women’s rain boot 

is 100% waterproof. At a stylish mid-calf height, this deep 

green boot complements street style, festival flair and 

everything in between, so you can play it your way.

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.dior.com/en_ca/fashion/products/KCI806VVV_S900-d-fame-heeled-ankle-boot-black-suede-calfskin
https://www.hunterboots.com/ca/en_ca/womens-rain-boots/womens-play-tall-rain-boots/green/7688
https://www.ugg.com/ca/womens-slippers/fluff-yeah-slide/1095119.html?dwvar_1095119_color=NAT
https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/Womens/Womens-Shoes/Boots/Ankle-Booties/CHRISTIAN-LOUBOUTIN-Astribooty-Suede-Ankle-Boots/p/20288872005
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Vivienne Tam 

Ceramic Cluster Lace Round Neck Jacket 

$760 USD

Shiatzy Chen 

Printed Silk Mandarin Collar Long Jacket 

$3,075 USD

This collar long jacket is made of silk-blend fabric 

with totem print, which retains the traditional classics 

while incorporating modern fashion elements.

Louis Vuitton 

Midnight Monogram Hooded Parka 

$4,900 CAD

A graphic play of mini and maxi Monogram motifs forms 

the iconic print on this short parka. Cut in the House’s 

signature boxy shape from unlined nylon for a fresh, 

sporty look. Elasticated cuffs and a drawstring around the 

hood emphasize the volume, while a contrasting exposed 

zipper pops against the seasonal midnight blue palette.

VALENTINO from Holt Renfrew 

Midnight Monogram Hooded Parka 

$9,700 CAD

This ladylike topper has a slightly boxy silhouette 

with a rounded collar and pockets at the waist. It is 

crafted of a luxurious tweed with matching braided 

trim highlighting the edges. VALENTINO’s signature 

Roman Stud hardware embellishes the front of 

this jacket.

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.shiatzychen.com/goods/details/12619?categoryId=2
https://ca.louisvuitton.com/eng-ca/products/midnight-monogram-hooded-parka-nvprod3760154v/1AAA7M
https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/Womens/Womens-Clothing/Coats-Jackets/Jackets/VALENTINO-Tweed-Jacket/p/20254097001
https://www.viviennetam.com/collections/new-arrivals/products/ceramic-cluster-lace-round-neck-jacket?variant=40944508436525
https://www.shiatzychen.com/goods/details/12619?categoryId=2


Nobis 

Shaw Ladies Hip Length Jacket 

$895 CAD

Our Shaw is the jacket you need in your closet. This 

elegant jacket can be worn with or without the belt, the 

perfect piece for any event. Using only certified Canadian 

Origin White Duck Down and our signature breathable 

membranes, Nobis jackets offer optimum fill power to 

warmth ratio by uniquely working with your body’s own 

heat to offer the perfect insulating environment against 

the unpredictable elements.

SENTALER 

Poncho With Shawl Collar And Belt 

$1,495 CAD

The Poncho with Shawl Collar and Belt in Simply 

Taupe, a fresh, new comfort lead colour meant 

for everyday wear. Cut to fall effortlessly from the 

shoulders and flow freely around the hips, this classic 

and versatile style serves dramatic sophistication.

alo 

Gold Rush Puffer Vest 

$300 CAD

Made to mix and match into seasonal looks with 

ease, the cozy-luxe Gold Rush Puffer Vest is here. 

Its cinched design and tall, hooded collar work 

together to keep your core toasty by locking in 

heat from the waist up. Fleece-lined pockets keep 

hands warm and essentials secure.

Dior 

Dioralps Stand-collar Sweater 

$2,600 CAD

An ode to escape and the magic of the mountains, 

the DiorAlps capsule collection designed by 

Maria Grazia Chiuri reveals an exclusive new 

wardrobe, reinvented in the light of the latest 

défilé inspirations.

2 0 2 2

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.aloyoga.com/products/w4469r-gold-rush-puffer-vest-black
https://www.dior.com/en_ca/fashion/products/244S77CM134_X8800-dioralps-stand-collar-sweater-gray-and-white-three-tone-dior-star-wool-and-cashmere-knit
https://nobis.com/products/shaw-ladies-hip-length-jacket?variant=32078941683782
https://sentaler.ca/products/poncho-with-shawl-collar-and-belt-simply-taupe
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Hermès 

La Selle Imaginaire shawl 140 

$1,500 CAD

Printed on our iconic cashmere and silk 

material, this shawl is supple, light and easy 

to wear. The ideal companion for cold days or 

cooler evenings!

https://www.hermes.com/ca/en/product/la-selle-imaginaire-shawl-140-H243846Sv07/


SENTALER 

Baby Alpaca Classic Scarf 

$250 CAD

The SENTALER Baby Alpaca Classic Scarf is made 

from 100% Baby Alpaca with an exclusive embroidered 

SENTALER logo. This season’s colours illuminates from 

the fabric’s natural sheen and provides a cozy luxury 

feel. The perfect layering piece for Spring, this scarf is 

incredibly soft, extremely warm and hypoallergenic.

LISA YANG from holt renfrew 

Saint Germain Cashmere Beret 

$215 CAD

This pure cashmere knit beret is designed with a 

seamless construction.

Louis Vuitton 

Lv Link One Cat Eye Sunglasses 

$855 CAD

The LV Link One Cat Eye sunglasses put a minimalist spin 

on the My LV Chain style. The vintage-inspired cat-eye 

lenses are offset by slender temples that have a single 

signature on each side, one with an LV Link and one with a 

Monogram Flower. Delicately engraved Monogram Flowers 

on the tips and nose pads complete this elegant design.

Dior 

L’impératrice Tarot 90 Square Scarf 

$730 CAD

Inspired by tarot cards, the L’Impératrice square scarf 

pays homage to Christian Dior’s fascination with astrology. 

Crafted in silk twill, the double-sided style features hand-

rolled edges witth one side in antique pink and the other 

in denim blue, both enhanced by the ‘CHRISTIAN DIOR’ 

signature. The square scarf can be tied at the neck or 

head to complete the Dior look.

2 0 2 2

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/Womens/Womens-Accessories/Hats/LISA-YANG-Saint-Germain-Cashmere-Beret/p/20212718004
https://www.dior.com/en_ca/fashion/products/25TAR090I613_C408-l-imperatrice-tarot-90-square-scarf-antique-pink-and-denim-blue-silk-twill
https://ca.louisvuitton.com/eng-ca/products/lv-link-one-cat-eye-sunglasses-s00-nvprod4020002v/Z1771W
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Gucci 

Glow & Care Shine Lipstick 

$57 CAD

Serving as an in-between for a sheer and satin lipstick, the 

hybrid long-lasting dual-action formula delivers 24 hours of 

moisture and a beautifully pigmented shine. Formulated with 

nourishing and antioxidant ingredients, the creamy texture 

highlights and preserves the natural beauty of the mouth, so 

lips look fuller and plumped to perfection. Encased within a 

slim gold bullet, the pink outer lid is adorned with the House’s 

Flora pattern.

Hermès 

Rouge Hermès, Matte lipstick, Limited edition, Rouge Feu 

$93 CAD

The Fall-Winter 2022 Rouge Hermès collection unveils 

three new limited-edition shades. A palette inspired by the 

incandescence of molten metal. The objects designed by Pierre 

Hardy combine metallic nuances with solid colors inspired by 

Art Deco lacquers.

FLORASIS | HUAXIZI 

Eastern Beasts Sculpting Makeup Palette 

$49 USDr

4-in-1 palette for a natural defined contour

1. Miniature Relief Engraving: We reinvent traditional 

engraving artistry and carve the “Four Eastern Beasts” on 

the contour palette. The exquisite engraved patterns have 

beautiful significance. More than a contour palette, it is a 

work of Eastern engraving.

Charlotte Tilbury from Sephora 

Airbrush Flawless Finish Setting Powder 

$58 CAD

This breathable, micro-fine powder technology gives 

you an immaculate complexion that acts like a luxe, 

micro-fine cashmere veil on top of your skin for a bright, 

perfecting finish. Rose wax and almond oil hydrate the 

skin throughout the day and enable the powder to blend 

on flawlessly, while reducing shine.

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.sephora.com/ca/en/product/airbrush-flawless-finish-setting-powder-P433526?skuId=2605988&icid2=products%20grid:p433526:product
https://www.gucci.com/ca/en/pr/beauty/make-up/lips/208-they-met-in-argentina-rouge-de-beaute-brillant-flora-p-7026089PL139208
https://florasis.com/products/eastern-beasts-sculpting-makeup-palette?currency=USD&variant=42023641186503&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=google&utm_campaign=Google%20Shopping&gclid=Cj0KCQiA99ybBhD9ARIsALvZavUxaTD7Icg_Qadkk951JqzH07MIdW96NaOlSm4mCh6d88Iclcnvv-AaAhEYEALw_wcB
https://www.hermes.com/ca/en/product/rouge-hermes-matte-lipstick-limited-edition-rouge-feu-V60400MV062/
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CHANEL 

N°5 The Soaps 

$125 CAD

Infused with the House’s iconic fragrance, 5 bar soaps 

are presented in a black and white gift set, a nod to the 

minimalist design of the N°5 packaging. The soaps are 

wrapped in tissue paper, which is sealed with a CHANEL 

stamp. This stamp is reminiscent of the art of baudruchage, 

used to seal the N°5 bottle, and can be gently removed to 

release the fragrance.

Louis Vuitton 

Fleur Du Désert 

$425 CAD

Order your Louis Vuitton fragrance and receive a 

complimentary sample so you can discover the fragrance 

before wearing or gifting it. That way, should you wish to, 

you can return your unopened bottle for reimbursement. 

The depth of Oud, with a honeyed hint of floral nectar.

alo 

Renew & Glow Body Polish 

$69 CAD

A scrub to gently exfoliate and deeply moisturize, 

revealing smoother skin and all-over radiance. Buff away 

dryness and roughness to reveal new, healthy-looking 

texture with coconut, meadowfoam, and sesame oils, 

infused with glow-boosting amla antioxidant superberries 

and a sunny, uplifting natural citrus scent.

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

https://ca.louisvuitton.com/eng-ca/products/fleur-du-desert-nvprod3600021v/LP0287
https://www.aloyoga.com/products/b2016f-body-scrub-alo-scent
https://www.aloyoga.com/products/b2016f-body-scrub-alo-scent
https://www.chanel.com/en_CA/fragrance-beauty/fragrance/p/women/n_5/n_5-the-soaps-p105717.html#skuid-0105717
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lululemon 

Back to Life Sport Bottle 24oz 

$44 CAD

This insulated water bottle features a leak-proof lid 

and slip-free texture, so no matter how adventurous 

the adventure gets, your drink is safe.

ANGELA CAGLIA from Holt Renfrew 

Rose Quartz Gua Sha Lifting Tool 

$56-80 CAD

Designed as a replica of Angela’s hands to mimic her 

legendary facial massage, you can now transform your 

self-care ritual with our Rose Quartz Gua Sha Lifting Tool. 

An essential beauty massage tool, it sculpts and lifts the 

face while revitalizing the skin and amplifying the actives 

in Angela Caglia skincare products. Handcrafted from 

the highest-grade rose quartz, it reduces the appearance 

of puffiness and dark circles, improves circulation and 

lymphatic drainage, and helps alleviate inflammation, 

tension, headaches and sinus-related pressure.

FOREO 

LUNA™ 4 

$349 CAD

Did you know that your skin accumulates over 4 kilos 

of dirt & dead skin cells in a year? Cleansing your face 

with your hands is a lot less effective than you might 

think. That’s why we’ve created a 2-in-1 facial cleansing 

& firming device that is clinically proven to remove 99% 

of dirt, oil and makeup residue.

ACQUA DI PARMA  from Holt Renfrew 

Magia Del Camino Holiday Candle 

$126 CAD

A seasonal exclusive Magia del Camino diffuser 

dressed in intense hues and magical tones to scent 

the home with the comforting warmth of gathering 

together around the fireplace. The scented candle 

comes in a glass jar reminiscent of the Maison’s iconic 

Art Deco bottle in its signature black shade. The 

packaging is made of recyclable FSC paper.

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/Home/Wellness/ANGELA-CAGLIA-Rose-Quartz-Gua-Sha-Lifting-Tool/p/20177210001
https://www.foreo.com/luna-collection?ipc=ca
https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/Womens/Beauty/Fragrance/Candles-Home-Fragrances/Candles/ACQUA-DI-PARMA-Magia-Del-Camino-Holiday-Candle/p/20293496001
https://shop.lululemon.com/p/accessories/Back-To-Life-Sport-Bottle/_/prod9580014?color=47763&sz=ONESIZE
https://vancouver.theshopatshangrila.com/vouchers/ea3c5f31-5381-241f-8e1b-d68ba1c67fde/curious-collaborations-stationery-suite
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Ferris Wheel Press x Shangri-La 

Curious Collaborations Stationery Suite 

$238 CAD

Ferris Wheel Press proudly partners with  

Shangri-La to bring to life an unforgettable stationery 

suite inspired by Shangri-La Toronto & Vancouver, 

that features a special edition Echoes of Eaton 14k 

gold nibbed satin series Brush Fountain Pen, a custom 

designed hardover A5 Sketchbook, as well as a 

stunning sparkling fountain pen ink that captures the 

spirit of Shangri-La.

Collection includes: Gold Brush Fountain Pen, 

Sparkling Fountain Pen Ink Specifications, Signature 

A5 Sketchook

Fête Chinoise 

“Feast” Tea Towel 

$45 CAD

The perfect holiday gift for the kitchenLooking 

for a unique gift! We are proud to unveil the 

brand new Fête Chinoise “Feast” Tea Towel. 

Great for all occasions, including Christmas and 

Lunar New Year, delight your host with a pop of 

colour, art and culture for their home!

W O M E N ’ S  G I F T  G U I D E

https://vancouver.theshopatshangrila.com/vouchers/ea3c5f31-5381-241f-8e1b-d68ba1c67fde/curious-collaborations-stationery-suite
https://www.fetechinoise.ca/magazine-shop/tea-towels


DESIGN + CREATIVE

VENUE
PARTNER

MEDIA SPONSORS

Celebrate Lunar New Year &  

the 8th edition of Fete Chinoise Magazine. 

Indulge in culture, food, music and the arts 

in our inspirational showcase experience.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 28TH, 2023

SHANGRI-LA TORONTO

LUNAR NEW YEAR SIGNATURE 

GALA + SHOWCASE

WWW.FETECHINOISE.CA
Ticket s  avai lable  online:

https://www.fetechinoise.ca/magazine-shop/signature-gala-2023-ticket

